D.A.V. Public
School, New Panvel
Monthly Activities
Nursery – Story Narration (Fairy Tales)
Jr. K.G. – Story Narration (Jataka Tales)
Sr.K.G. – Story Narration (Puppet Show)
Std -l - Story Narration ( Panchatantra)
Std - II - Story Narration ( Grandma’s Story)
Std . III -- Slogan Writing (Conservation of
Water)
Std. IV – Best Out of Waste
Std. V – Poster Making (Save Water Save
Life
Std. VI – Best Out of Waste
Std. VII – PPT on Save Our Biodiversity
Std. VIII – Bhel Making with Simple
Ingredients at Home
Std. IX and X – Eat for health( focussing on
balanced diet, healthy eating, diet programme)

June
2021

World Environment Day
World

Environment

Day

was

celebrated on 5th June by our tiny
tots dressed up in green, caring
and loving the plants. It helped in
creating awareness regarding the
importance of our ecosystem and
the need to protect it. Our students
of Primary section, enthusiastically
took part in poster making, power
point

presentations

and

the

plantation drive at their house and
surroundings.

The

occasion

helped in realizing the need for
ecosystem restoration.

National Reading Day
On

19th

June,

commemorating

the

contribution of social reformer and the
father

of

Indian

P.N.Panicker,

Library
towards

Movement,
producing

universal literacy, our students were
motivated to inculcate reading habit.
Students performed a variety of online
activities throughout the week, improving
vocabulary

and

building

up

good

communication skills. They could connect
with the motto, ‘Read and grow’ which
would help in boosting up the confidence.

International Yoga Day
To bring learning to students on an
experiential

level

and

build

confidence,

mindfulness

and

compassion. International Yoga Day
was celebrated virtually on 21st
June.

Omkara,

Pranayam

and

Asanas were conducted. This year
the students were accompanied by
their parents making it a wholesome
event.

=================

Honesty – The Key to Success in our Life
Vaishakh Varier
XII A 43

Being honest shows the right and clean character of a person
because honesty develops high-quality in instances. Honesty can

alter the personality & mind of someone, both internally and externally, without any
harm and by calming the brain a lot. A tranquil brain gives satisfaction to a man or
woman by making suitable stability between body, mind, and soul. Honest people
are always in the heart of man, and we can say that, even in the coronary heart of
living almighty. The honest people are always well understood in their society and
family and are the most delightful people worldwide. However, a dishonest man will
still face the difficulty and bad words of the people of the community. Here, good
character is the most valuable asset of an honest person more than other precious
things like gold or silver.

However, without developing the addiction of honesty, we can’t obtain simplicity and
different goodness of life. We can say that morality can appear without simplicity, but
simplicity can never show up without honesty. Without integrity, we stay in two
worlds, one is the real world, and the other is the world we have created as an
alternative. Individuals then comply with “honesty is the best policy” in each factor of
life (personal, business, job, and different relationships) and commonly lead a similar
experience.

